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It may have taken a few decades, but the Internet is now unlocking the 

most important opportunity of all for individuals, businesses, 

governments and organizations of all types. We have entered the era of 

ubiquitous collaboration.   

The concept is not new, but the means to truly collaborate, exchange ideas and 

activate the collective potential of every bright mind has finally gone 

mainstream.  And it will forever change the way we work, live and interact with each 

other.   

When I was a teenager, about 30 years ago, I used what we called then an electronic 

bulletin board system to connect with other early adopters.  We shared code, posted 

messages to one another, exchanged news and formed connections—all through a 

dial-up modem.  The ability to connect with people I’d never met through my 

computer in my room at home changed the way I viewed technology.  Those 

experiences ultimately became a big catalyst for why I started Dell years later. 

Today, entire generations are growing up with online collaboration.  Power 

collaborators are connecting anywhere, anytime via the social network and the 

device of their choice.  They believe in a fundamental assumption that we all are 

meant to share, learn and collaborate from each other online any way we like.  Entire 

populations of young adults don’t know any other way.  After all, the best answer 

might be 3,000 miles away, in a whole other place and time. 

The power of online collaboration is also changing the way we work.  We’re finally 

tapping into the knowledge housed in the world’s greatest operating system in the 

world—the web—and unleashing the potential of billions of creative minds to work 

together in ways we’ve never seen before.   

Geography is irrelevant.  Title is irrelevant.  Knowledge applied to the right situation 

each and every time will create the advantage that many companies have yet to 

experience.  It will also change the way business works, and the way society 

works.  We’ll continue to see more rapidly self-organizing groups, and I think we’re 

going to rewrite the standard definition of how work gets done in the next 10 years.   

It’s easy to say this. It’s much harder to change how we collaborate—so that the 

smartest teams answer the call, not the available teams.  We want ideas as quickly 



from our colleagues in Xiamen, Chennai and Round Rock as we do from our 

customers.   

This requires a shift in mindset for most businesses.  We need to embrace the social 

network, even the aspects of it we can’t always control.  When Dell launched 

IdeaStorm to create a two-way conversation with our customers, we couldn’t be sure 

what the nature of those conversations would be.  Hundreds of customer-inspired 

innovations later, it’s clear that the leap of faith was well worth it.  Customers are out 

there talking about you and me, and it’s critical that we participate and engage. 

Giving team members around the globe the tools to ignite this collaboration is 

equally vital.  While micro-blogging tools behind the firewall are typically the 

preferred internal collaboration tools, the reality is that your sharpest team members 

are often innovating out in the open, in the realm of the social web.  Brainstorming 

and idea generation in environments like Twitter and Facebook are the new reality, 

and we need to embrace it and even encourage it.  

When collaboration is genuine, we are capable of creating solutions that would have 

never occurred otherwise.  When you no longer wonder about where an idea came 

from, forget about time zones and know that you have accessed the best thinking 

from anywhere on the planet every time, then you are truly leveraging collaboration.    

We will see dozens of applications and software platforms that promise to change 

our lives.  Ultimately, they won’t.  It’s true that technology will be the great enabler, 

but each of us will drive the success of collaboration. What is important is combining 

the best technology infrastructure with a culture that embraces the sharing of ideas, 

insights and expertise freely amongst team members, customers and influencers.        

Technology has always been about enabling human potential, and there’s never been 

a more exciting time to be human. 

 


